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Abstract 

Purpose – Chatbots represent an undeniable player between online retailers and customers as they 

boost operational efficiency and bring cost savings to businesses while offering convenience for 

customers in terms of timing and immediacy. However, as chatbots represent a new-born online 

touchpoint in retailing, especially when it comes to online pre-purchase and purchase experience, this 

study examines whether and how effort expectation, facilitating condition, performance expectancy, 

social influence, trust, perceived risk, and flow affect consumers’ intention to use chatbots for online 

shopping. 

 

Design/methodology/approach – A total of 226 respondents participated in an online survey. 

Participants were asked to try a new online service and interact with a chatbot designed using 

Chatfuel, a platform within the Facebook Messenger setting. Structural Equation Modelling was used 

to test the proposed research model regarding the intention to use chatbots. 

 

Findings – This study discusses the importance of offering useful and trustworthy conversational 

agents for online shopping and argues and explains the insignificant paths among other studied factors 

and intention to use chatbots concluding with the need to explore more drivers for such contemporary 

technologies. Moreover, the findings indicate that trust turns out to be an important predictor of 

behavioural intention towards chatbots, in addition to its role in mitigating perceived risk and 

enhancing flow experience. 

 

Originality – Given the lack of empirical evidence related to chatbots applied for business purposes, 

this paper fills a gap in this research field and provides a deeper understanding of what leverages 

consumers’ intention to use chatbots for online shopping. 
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Introduction 

Chatbots are interactive, virtual agents that engage in verbal interactions with humans through 

the usage of natural language (Przegalinska et al., 2019). These conversational systems have become 

increasingly popular (Cao, 2021; Chopra, 2019). The numerous platforms and frameworks available 

to easily build chatbots, the substantial developments in Artificial Intelligence (AI), and the increased 

usage of messaging apps are the main factors pushing the chatbot industry forwards (Chen et al., 

2021; De Cicco et al., 2020).  

Thanks to their ability to mimic interpersonal interactions, chatbots have grabbed the attention 

of a growing number of researchers within a wide range of contexts, including customer and 

information service, food service, health, education, and transportation (e.g., Araujo, 2018; Kuberkar 

and Singhal, 2020; Soares et al., 2022; De Cicco et al., 2021; Zarouali et al., 2018). Due to their 

ability to address problems and deficiencies in e-retailing, chatbots can also mitigate the impersonal 

nature and risks related to online purchasing (Chen et al., 2021). Thus, their role shifted from acting 

as an information source (i.e., passively answering questions), to performing other tasks like 

conducting bank transactions (Mogaji et al., 2021), managing payment and administrating technical 

support (McLean et al., 2020), or even resembling an interviewer collecting primary data through 

storytelling narrative interviews (Sidaoui et al., 2020).  

AI instigates the customer’s next move helping in the redefinition of the overall experience 

(Vlacic et al., 2021; Rana et al., 2021). This turn them into crucial enhancers of Customer Experience 

(CX) and particularly of Online Customer Experience (OCE). Conversational agents, in particular, 

add quality to interaction and maximize customer engagement (Adam et al., 2021; Wang et al., 2022), 

reducing the complexity of purchase patterns and consumer activities (Rana et al., 2021), improving 

online convenience (Duarte et al,, 2018), and ultimately stimulating shopping satisfaction and 

repurchase intention (Rose et al., 2012). 

 Despite their widespread usage in different stages of the customer journey, knowing what are 

the main factors that affect users’ perceptions and use of chatbots for an online purchasing experience 



remains understudied (Zarouali et al., 2018). The rapid and widespread usage of chatbots requires a 

better understanding to avoid pitfalls, throughout the whole stages of the CX. Hence, the present study 

addresses this research gap by identifying the variables that matter most in suiting customers’ 

expectations and leveraging their adoption of chatbots to buy online. 

The Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT) is a widely validated 

model and one of the most complete to predict users’ acceptance and usage of technologies. This 

model considers performance expectancy, effort expectancy, social influence, and facilitating 

conditions as antecedents of behavioural intention, hence, technology usage (Venkatesh et al., 2003). 

Previous studies have applied this model to understand the acceptance of several technologies used 

as marketing tools like online banking products (Thaker et al., 2021), self-service parcel services for 

last-mile delivery (Zhou et al., 2020), food service retailing (De Cicco et al., 2021), tourist and travel 

applications (Ahmad et al., 2021; Gupta et al., 2018), and hospitality social network sites (Herrero et 

al., 2018). At the level of conversational agents, UTAUT was used in several contexts, for example, 

to explain the acceptance of humanoid robots in the case of an academic writing course (Guggemos 

et al., 2020), or to illustrate how consumers engage with banking chatbots (Mogaji et al., 2021). As 

for shopping purposes, though, previous research applying acceptance models on chatbots did not 

consider UTAUT but relied on the original Technology Acceptance Model (TAM), which is a less 

explanatory model that considers only perceived usefulness and ease of use as drivers of attitude and 

adoption of technology (Rese et al., 2020; Kasilingam, 2020). However, chatbots represent a par 

excellence tool for establishing social relationships and bonds with customers (Przegalinska et al., 

2019) in the purchasing stage of CX. So, we aim at testing if UTAUT could explain the use of chatbots 

for shopping purposes, thus filling the gap that exists at this online touching point. 

Besides, to better understand the psychological and social determinants impacting chatbots’ 

adoption (Chen et al, 2021), we understand three constructs at the heart of online transactions should 

be further investigated: trust, perceived risk, and flow. Trust has been always a major issue at the 

level of consumer-technology interaction (Maseeh et al., 2021; Park et al., 2021; Pappas et al., 2014), 



but regarding chatbots, few studies considered this factor, and the main context was investigating 

customer service chatbots (Nordheim et al., 2019), namely supporting customer financial decision 

making (Hildebrand and Bergner, 2021). Perceived risk, which was found to have a negative impact 

on acceptance and adoption of new technologies (Gong et al., 2021; Chiu et al., 2010), like trust, is 

less investigated at the level of chatbots (Kasilingam, 2020). Finally, the customers' proclivity to be 

interested or engaged in the activity is described by flow (Mirvis, 1991), which is an experience that 

enhances both consumption and customer satisfaction and helps consumers to stay focused on the 

performed task (Valinatajbahnamiri and Siahtiri, 2021). Flow was found to have an impact on 

advertisement effectiveness (Van den Broeck et al., 2019), to contribute to community engagement 

and word-of-mouth intention (Zhang et al., 2017) and  in online gaming (Holsapple & Wu, 2008). 

However, there is no previous study that investigated the effect of flow on chatbots usage for shopping 

purposes. This study aims to advance the knowledge regarding chatbots use for shopping purposes, 

and to help retailers creating effective bots that attract customers, engage, and sell. 

 

Theoretical background and conceptual framework 

New and updated technological tools (Dieck and Han, 2022), such as chatbots, are redefining 

and revolutionizing  e-retailer’s website (Rose et al, 2012). These are principally used to increase 

website interaction quality and to enhance customer engagement (Mogaji et al., 2021). Chatbots add 

to OCE by interpreting and processing users' phrases or words and providing an instant answer using 

AI to map and analyse experiential data and improve performance during the next interaction (Sidaoui 

et al., 2020). The assessment of OCE goes further than the usual combination of price and quality 

and includes affective and cognitive experiential state variables (Rose et al., 2012), necessary for its 

constant improvement in competitive sectors, such as service and retail (Bobalca et al., 2021). 

Chatbots can play a relevant role in improving this digital experience (Gentsch, 2019). Hence, 

uncovering the factors leading to enhancing behavioural intention towards the use of chatbots 

throughout the journey can be considered capital in this overall assessment.  



 

UTAUT and online customer experience 

Based on UTAUT, behavioural intention (BI) and, ultimately, usage behaviour result from 

the effect of four constructs: Performance expectancy (PE), which refers to the extent to which an 

individual believes that using a particular technology will enhance his/her performance; Effort 

expectancy (EE) that relates to the extent of ease connected with the use of a system; Social influence 

(SI) that refers to the extent to which the individual's technology usage is affected by others' opinions; 

and, finally, facilitating conditions (FC) that represents the degree to which an individual believes 

that infrastructures exist to support the use of the system (Venkatesh et al., 2003).  

UTAUT has been widely employed as a theoretical lens to investigate users’ intentions and 

behaviour (Tamilmani et al., 2021; Williams et al., 2015) toward numerous technologies, also in 

highly interactive scenarios (e.g., Vega et al., 2019), as are the ones involving chatbots. Mogaji et al. 

(2021) found the UTAUT four constructs to explain the use of banking chatbots when conducting a 

bank transaction, in the same way, Sreejesh et al. (2022) use them to enhance patients’ experience 

when using hospital e-service facilitators like chatbots. Kuberkar and Singhal (2020) found the same 

constructs to influence public transportation chatbot’s adoption intention. We cab assume these 

building blocks to be able to influence users’ acceptance and use of shopping interactive touchpoints 

such as chatbots. We thus propose: 

H1. PE positively influences BI towards shopping chatbots. 

H2. EE positively influences BI towards shopping chatbots. 

H3. SI positively influences BI towards shopping chatbots. 

H4. FC positively influence BI towards shopping chatbots. 

According to Baptista and Oliveira (2015), despite providing a good model for predicting 

acceptance and use of technologies, new constructs need to be added in the understanding of chatbots’ 

adoption due to their peculiarities as interaction enablers. 

 



Trust 

Building trusting relationships between consumers and technologies is a difficult task 

(Balakrishnan and Dwivedi, 2021; Pallant et al., 2022). This has been noted in studies in different 

fields: mobile payments (Maseeh et al., 2021), facial recognition payments (Moriuchi, 2021), online 

stores (Oh et al. 2009), airline websites (Kim et al., 2009), AI service robots (Park et al., 2021), 

fashion sales robots (Song and Kim, 2021), conversational robot advisors (Hildebrand and Bergner, 

2021). In the chatbot context, Hildebrand, and Bergner (2021) found that affective trust toward 

financial robot advisors enhances benevolence attribution toward financial services firms and 

portfolio choice, whereas Eren (2021) found it impacts customer satisfaction when using a banking 

app chatbot. Lei et al. (2021) indicated that customers with higher trust levels have a higher tendency 

to reuse hospitality app chatbots, while Przegalinska et al. (2019) suggested trust as a central construct 

for successful HCI in a study linking neuroscientific methods, text mining, and deep learning. Yet, 

authors called for further research to investigate the relationship between trust and chatbots in several 

contexts. Based on that, we offer: 

H5. Trust positively influences BI towards shopping chatbots. 

 

Perceived risk 

When the security of the infrastructure for safeguarding personal information is not validated, 

consumers sense risk (Moriuchi, 2021). Perceived risk represents the potential for loss in the pursuit 

of the desired outcome and, for such reason, has a major role in the overall adoption decision 

(Featherman and Pavlou, 2003; Laroche et al. 2005). Technology users are concerned about their 

data, the level of data protection, and who has access to these data (Faqih, 2015). Perceived risk can 

damp customer service adoption in several technological contexts like internet shopping (Bhatnagar 

and Ghose, 2004), internet banking (Martins et al., 2014), and mobile payment adoption (Lu et al., 

2011). For example, Adapa et al. (2020) found that the perceived risk of using smart retail technology 

influences the value perceived from the use of this technology, which in turn impacts intentions to 



use it, and retail store loyalty. Similarly, in a mobile shopping application context, perceived risk is 

found to negatively influence both the satisfaction and intention to use the app (Natarajan et al., 2017). 

Thus, we propose: 

H6. Perceived risk negatively influences BI towards shopping chatbots. 

 

At the level of internet shopping, trust is found to impact perceived risk and mitigate its 

negative effect on BI (Hung et al., 2012). In fact, individuals show fewer risk concerns when they 

perceive the technology as trusted. In this case, they are more likely to adopt it and reveal personal 

information (Groß, 2016; Slade et al. 2015). On the other hand, untrusted technologies are likely to 

lessen the intention to use and disclose information (Dinev and Hart, 2005). Trust has a negative 

impact on perceived risk in mobile shopping (Marriott and Williams, 2018) and specifically in mobile 

payments (Lu et al., 2011). This we propose: 

H7. Trust negatively influences perceived risk towards shopping chatbots. 

 

Flow  

Flow is as a mental state of operation in which a person is fully immersed in what he/she is doing, 

obtaining mental gratification as a result of full involvement and focus; it reflects a holistic positive 

state of consciousness that people feel when they act with total involvement (Csikszentmihalyi, 1988). 

It has been regarded as a relevant aspect in the understanding and the delivering of convincing 

experiences to consumers when using computer‐mediated services (Valinatajbahnamiri and Siahtiri, 

2021). According to Zhou (2013), this construct includes three dimensions: perceived enjoyment 

(users’ fun derived by using the technology), perceived control (users’ feelings of control over the 

activity and their surrounding environments), and attention focus (users’ concentration and 

immersion in the activity). Flow has been already applied to study users’ experience with 

communication technologies, confirming its effect as an optimal experience on user behaviour (Rese 

et al., 2020; De Cicco et al. 2021). Given the interactive one-to-one nature of chatbots, which 



positions this channel differently from other shopping channels such as e-commerce websites, it is 

important to understand how interacting with chatbots can impact customers' flow experience and 

how this, in turn, affects CX. A recent study investigated how customers' flow experience with 

chatbots could accelerate the communication quality between customers and organisations, and 

improve customer satisfaction (Baabdullah et al., 2022). Prior chatbot studies have mainly focused 

on customers' intention, adoption, and satisfaction with such systems, but the flow experience was 

not included as a possible determinant. This study provides a first step into providing new horizons 

to dimensions that have not been addressed by prior studies investigating chatbots. In fact, there is a 

lack of studies addressing the impact of the interactive nature of chatbots on customers' flow 

experience and how this affects OCE, as well as business outcomes. Thus, the success of the chatbot 

system seems to rely heavily on CX, which is determined by a cognitive component that is the users’ 

concentration/attention focus, and an affective component which is the sense of enjoyment while 

interacting with such a system (Rose et al., 2022; Kushwaha et al., 2021). Thus: 

H8. Flow positively influences BI towards shopping chatbots. 

Zhou (2012) found that trust has a positive effect on the flow experience. Trust in technology 

is needed to have a good customer experience and achieve a higher level of the flow dimensions of 

perceived enjoyment and perceived control (Valinatajbahnamiri and Siahtiri, 2021). Trust provides 

the feeling of achieving satisfactory results and allows the users to enjoy the online shopping 

experience (Kushwaha et al., 2021; Gefen et al. ,2003). Thus: 

H9. Trust positively influences the flow towards shopping chatbots. 

 

Our research model is depicted in Figure 1. 

***Insert Figure 1 here*** 

 

Method 

Sampling procedure 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0019850121001826?casa_token=FfhAFbnFuBsAAAAA:65C7mbvyMTPcABYSe_ORRVhK0bpmJ7Ds1SDQL2CG6m-sb_X3EdDLU4zivjxbMojxltm6pBwJLyE#!


The link to the experiment was shared on social media (Facebook and LinkedIn),using the 

snowball sampling technique. Data from 226 European participants, from 18 to 62 years old, 42.0% 

women, was collected (see Table 1). 

***Insert Table 1 here*** 

Participants were asked to try a new online service launched by a pizzeria and instructed to interact 

with a chatbot designed using Chatfuel, a platform within Messenger, which was chosen due to the 

mass use and popularity of this chatbot type. After interacting with the bot and having chosen a pizza 

(see the conversational design and an example of the interaction in Figures 2 and 3), participants were 

asked to answer questions about their chatbot’s usage experience. 

***Insert Figure 2 here*** 

***Insert Figure 3 here*** 

Measures 

The studied factors were measured by adapting existing scales (see Table 2). As for flow, all 

the dimensions were included (perceived enjoyment, perceived control, and attention focus) to 

provide insights from a more comprehensive measure.  

***Insert Table 2 here*** 

 

Common method bias (CMB) 

A statistical procedure using the post hoc Harman single-factor approach was to test that the 

data variance was not explained by one single factor (Babin et al., 2016). The 8 factors were then 

loaded into a single factor. The unrotated factor solution showed that the one-factor solution 

accounted for 36.129 per cent of explained variance, which was less than the 50 per cent threshold 

(Podsakoff et al. 2003). This result indicated that CMB was unlikely to be an issue. 

 

Data analysis 



To estimate the measurement and structural models, Partial Least Square Structural Equation 

Modeling (Hair et al., 2017) through Smart PLS 3.2.8 software was used. We use the heterotrait-

monotrait criterion for testing discriminant validity (Hair et al., 2019).  

 

Results 

Assessment of the measurement model  

Reliability analysis was carried out. Cronbach's alpha values range from 0.841 to 0.955 

exceeding the threshold of 0.70 (Netemeyer et al. 2003). Moreover, internal reliability and convergent 

validity were respectively assessed by composite reliability (CR) and average variance extracted 

(AVE) tests, following Fornell and Larcker’s (1981) criteria. CR and AVE exceeded the minimum 

cut-off of 0.5. The extent to which a set of measured items reflects the theoretical latent construct was 

ensured, with evidence of the model’s sufficient construct validity (see Table 3).  

***Insert Table 3 here*** 

The criterion of Fornell and Larcker (1981) where each composite’s AVE square-root value 

was compared with the correlations between the different composites of the model (See Table 4) was 

used. Discriminant validity was also assessed by the Heterotrait-Monotrait ratio of correlations 

because of its superior performance compared to more traditional methods (Henseler et al. 2015). All 

values were below the threshold of 0.90 (see Table 5). These results suggest a satisfactory 

discriminant validity for all constructs. 

***Insert Table 4 here*** 

***Insert Table 5 here*** 

The degree of multicollinearity was also assessed through the value of the Variance Inflation 

Factor (VIF). Two items were removed (T2 and T3) from the trust scale due to high VIF, to avoid 

Collinearity issues (Hair et al., 2017).  

 

Assessment of the structural model 



The hypotheses were tested using 2000 bootstraps resamples (see Table 6). Results show that 

H1 is supported as PE is positively related to BI (γ = 0.256, p < 0.01; it is worth mentioning that the 

effect size is small; f2 = 0.051). EE, SI and FC (respectively γ = -0.101, p = 0.614; γ = -0.138, p = 

0.185; and γ = 0.063, p = 0.729) are not significantly related to BI, thus H2, H3, and H4 are not 

supported. Trust (γ = 0.582, p < 0.01) is positively related to BI, providing support to H5, while 

perceived risk (γ = 0.049, p = 0.677) was not found to be significantly related to BI, hence, H6 is not 

supported. However, trust was negatively related to perceived risk (γ = -0.535 p < 0.001), therefore, 

H7 is supported. Regarding flow, H8 was not supported, as flow is not significantly related to BI (γ 

= 0.147, p = 0.164). However, trust was also found to be positively related to flow (γ = 0.606, p < 

0.001) offering support to H9. 

The adjusted coefficient of determination value (R2) for BI is 0.547, while the determination 

value for flow and perceived risk is, respectively, 0.364 and 0.277, which represent a good value for 

behavioural research (Hair et al., 2017). We used the blindfolding procedure to evaluate the relevance 

of exogenous variables to model performance. This technique examines each construct predictive 

relevance by computing changes in the criterion estimates (Q2) (Hair et al., 2017). Our results of 

Stone-Geisser’s blindfolding technique (Q2) show that BI (Q2 = 0.415) has satisfactory predictive 

relevance since its value is far above 0 (Thakur, 2018). The same applies to flow (Q2 = 0.174) and 

perceived risk (Q2 = 0.170). 

***Insert Table 6 here*** 

 

Importance-performance map analysis (IPMA) 

This study employs the IPMA as an advanced approach in PLS-SEM by using the BI to use 

the chatbot as the target variable. The employment of IPMA approach provides more insights into the 

understanding of PLS-SEM findings and allows the identification of key areas of improvement 

(Ringle and Sarstedt, 2016). As an alternative for only measuring the path coefficients (i.e., 

“importance measure”), IPMA takes into account the average value of latent variables and their 



indicators (i.e., “performance measure”) (Al-Saedi et al., 2020) (see Figure 2). The importance and 

performance of all the independent variables (i.e., PE, EE, FC, SI, perceived risk, trust, and flow) 

were measured. Concerning the importance measure, trust is found to be the most important factor 

for predicting the BI to use the chatbot, followed by, respectively, PE, flow, FC, EE, perceived risk, 

and lastly, SI. In terms of the performance measure, FC have the highest value, respectively followed 

by EE, PE, trust, perceived risk, flow, and lastly again, SI. 

The IPMA results provide evident support to the structural model results. In that, trust was 

found to be the most influential variable that predicting BI in terms of importance measure, which in 

turn, supports the results provided in Table 6 above, in which trust was shown to have the highest 

standard beta value. 

By focusing on a key target construct, the importance-performance analysis identifies 

constructs that should receive the highest priority for performance improvement, thereby, the 

performance of the key target construct also increases (Ringle and Sarstedt, 2016). Although we did 

not see a very low performance, SI and flow showed a lower score, when compared to other factors 

indicating room for improvement of these constructs in the future (see Figure 4). 

***Insert Figure 4 here*** 

 

Discussion and Conclusion 

Chatbots have become extraordinarily popular in recent years owing to significant advances 

in machine learning and other underlying technologies like natural language processing. Thus, it is 

crucial to identify the main factors that affect customer BI towards these conversational agents in the 

whole CX. The current study grounded on an extended UTAUT model to empirically assess the 

factors that influence the intention to use chatbots in an online fast-food purchasing context.  

Although the four main antecedents of the UTAUT model show a significant impact on 

technology use in several previous studies (e.g., Guggemos et al., 2020), in the current study, at the 

level of online shopping chatbots, out of these four factors, only PE was found to have a statistically 



significant positive effect on the intention. Thus, the level to which an individual believes that 

interacting with the chatbot will help them improve their performance is the most important attribute 

to consider, while the perception of the ease of technology usage (EE) does not affect intention to 

use, in line with other studies where this construct mostly yielded non-significant results (Duarte and 

Pinho, 2019; Liu, 2012). Moreover, our results regarding H1 and H2 are highly supported by a meta-

analytic evaluation of UTAUT in which the path from PE to BIs was considered the most utilized 

path with the most significant values, while the path from EE to BI was found to be the least 

significant and questioned (Tamilmani et al., 2021). We explain these two results by the fact that 

chatbots have a very low complexity level, and customers are not expecting any difficulty in using 

them; hence ease of use seems not to be an issue.  

The current study also finds that FC do not generate significant effects on BI. This suggests 

that individuals do not associate importance with the FC in HCI such as instructions or high internet 

bandwidth: they do not find it difficult to interact with the chatbot, in the same way, they do not 

consider infrastructures as an issue that might cause slowdown or frustration given the multichannel 

properties and flexibility of these systems. So, despite that the FC have been proven as a stimulus for 

the customer to benefit from IT innovation in several studies (Dwivedi et al., 2019; Patil et al., 2020), 

with such easy-going technology, this construct does not reveal to be a crucial determinant. Moreover, 

this study suggests that SI does not have a significant impact on BI. Hence, the concern of judgments 

from other individuals already using the technology, is not a strong predictor of the intention to use 

online shopping chatbots. This may be explained by the fact that when UTAUT model was initially 

introduced, it was meant to measure users’ technology acceptance in the organizations' context where 

the influence of co-workers was more relevant, and new technology use was often mandatory 

(Cimperman et al., 2016). Now, younger users tend to disregard the influence of societal pressure, 

image, and social status and tend to pursue more emotionally meaningful goals. Hence, we believe 

that SI would play an important role when the use of specific technology can improve the social or 

professional image of the individual, like mastering an accounting program. However, when it comes 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0268401220302115?casa_token=ScL8yOP8xZ8AAAAA:3bWGZ5U6nxOs_vluHchAxZx73294AwVmSQXtQ33-LVo2fFQfKSyocioxvW5MbLpgsP_6ER4hCg#bib0385


to shopping technologies, it is less likely to consider the opinion of others, especially for chatbots, as 

people most often use them without the presence of other individuals.  

Among the additional constructs combined with the original UTAUT model, trust was the 

only significant predictor of BI, which is in line with previous findings (Oh et al., 2009), and 

willingness to share information with the service provider/retailer (Pallant et al., 2022; Song and Kim, 

2021). In addition to BI, we also found that trust has a negative effect on perceived risk and a positive 

effect on flow. The negative path from trust to perceived risk means that the more the chatbot is 

believed to work reliably, by evoking a feeling of confidence during the service encounter, the less 

risky this should be perceived (Marriott and Williams, 2018). These results are relevant not only 

because these artificial agents often deal with user-sensitive data (Chattaraman et al., 2019), but also 

because many users have a general aversion to algorithms and AI (Wirtz, 2018). Concerning the 

positive link between trust and flow, we see that trust mitigates risk perceptions and allows people to 

enjoy the experience more, as found by Zhou (2012). However, although trust was found to impact 

perceived risk and flow, the latter two do not significantly influence the BI towards the studied 

chatbot. The cause for this might be reasonably ascribed to the fact that being a simulated condition, 

participants, going beyond the novelty of the channel involved, did not truly and fully perceive all the 

risks involved in an online transaction. Another explanation is that we are testing this relation at the 

level of online food shopping chatbots and the money involved would be low; at the level of another 

type of purchase, the negative effect of perceived risk on intention to use could be more significant 

due to the nature of risks concerning high-value transactions. Furthermore, the time of conducting a 

food order transaction for one customer might not be enough to engage in what could be considered 

a flow experience.  

 

Theoretical implications 

The theoretical contributions of this study are threefold. First, this study extends and verifies 

UTAUT. At the level of shopping chatbots, and in addition to the four main antecedents of UTAUT, 



this paper considers trust, perceived risk, and flow, moreover, it considers the effect of trust on both 

perceived risk and flow. These factors and the relations among them were missing in UTAUT and 

UTAUT2 (Venkatesh et al., 2003; 2012). Second, we contribute to the literature on chatbots, which, 

though being recently addressed by the academic attention (Araujo, 2018; De Cicco et al., 2020; 

Soares et al., 2022; Rese et al., 2020), still lacks a thorough understanding of the factors driving the 

usage of this technology. Then, the current study tests the enriched version of the UTAUT showing 

good validity and exploratory power, suggesting that the added antecedents increase its explanatory 

power when addressing the intention of use. This improved version of the model strengthens previous 

studies where these factors were added to UTAUT in other research fields (Slade et al., 2015; Oliveira 

et al., 2014).  

Moreover, this study, specifically, suggests that PE and trust are the main studied factors that 

influence BIs to use chatbots designed for online shopping purposes, mitigating risk. Besides 

supporting the examination of both emotional and cognitive responses, the results also support the 

inclusion of the Flow Theory (Nakamura and Csikszentmihalyi, 2009) in a more integrated theoretical 

framework. This support is based on our findings regarding trust and its positive effect on enhancing 

the flow experience when using the chatbot. Finally, this study, by applying IPMA, defines potential 

room to improve two constructs like SI and flow. We believe these require improvements at the level 

of scale items to suit an easy-going technology like a chatbot, especially regarding the social factor. 

 

Managerial implications 

Many retailers adopt more updated technological approaches in the online domain to gain a 

competitive advantage, appeal to their consumer base, and ultimately thrive economically 

(Kasililngam, 2020). But, in most cases, they do not have the possibility and the resources to research 

and understand to what extent their customers benefit from the new technologies or how to improve 

them. From this perspective, this study offers interesting insights for practitioners willing to, or 

already applying, chatbots in their online marketing strategies, proposing a holistic understanding of 



various drivers. The significant impact of PE on BI indicates that advertising messages should address 

the usefulness of interacting with chatbots, for example, by saving time and receiving immediate 

responses. Chatbots should offer the best possible user experience and go beyond expectations, not 

only focusing on the utility of the system but also on the value added to its use. If chatbots easily 

acquire an optimal level of simplicity and easiness, flow would be activated and more consumers 

would be attracted to use such systems. Security and reliability should also be guarateed. A reliable 

chatbot enhances BIs. Moreover, it mitigates perceived risk and enriches the flow experience. To 

build trust, retailers could convey transparency, and consider features and/or restrictions, making it 

clear that all the information revealed to the chatbot is private and data protected.  

 

Limitations and future research directions 

User behaviour is dynamic and notoriously difficult to measure. So, it is recommended that 

future research take a longitudinal approach, which would enable the examination of the effect of BI 

on user behaviour. Additionally, given the exploratory nature of this study, future research should 

address validity concerns with a larger and more representative sample. As the study mainly targeted 

young users, who although representing a target of interest for companies, are quite different from 

other cohorts in their online purchasing experience and use of new technologies, results should be 

cross-validated among other user age groups. Then, besides the three factors added to the original 

model, there surely exist others affecting the intention to use chatbots for purchasing. In this vein, 

models like TAM and UTAUT, developed at the level of organizations and more complex 

technologies, might have some limitations in examining drivers of contemporary consumer 

technologies like chatbots (Belk et al., 2021), in which these technologies are not seen any more as 

uncommon or distinctive, but inculcated in people´s minds, as a habitual part of daily life. Based on 

that, we suggest that future studies may investigate more futuristic determinants of technology 

adoption. In the case of online shopping chatbots, design, playfulness, and social presence may be 

important drivers of acceptance. Furthermore, future research should collect more psychographics 



and demographic (e.g., user-based use motives, lifestyles, and values) to provide more robust and 

explanatory results. Finally, the chatbot developed for this study belongs to a specific context – i.e., 

food ordering and purchasing – which implies a CX that might differ from other contexts (for example 

a bank assistant or a post-purchase assistant) in specific attributes (i.e., personalization, perceived 

benefits, skills). Future studies could delve into these aspects and look at how their impact on 

intentions varies depending on the context and the different touchpoints analised.  
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